EARNINGS REFRESH
KEY FUNCTIONALITY

The list below reflects key functionality for an area of interest on the Bloomberg Professional® service. Press the <Menu> key on the Bloomberg keyboard from any function to browse related tools. Press the <Help> key once from a function to learn more about what it does and how to use it.

> NEWS & RESEARCH
BI Equity Strategy
News on Earnings Preview
News on Analyst Changes

Trending News
Company Primers
Research Entitlements
Research Dashboard
Single Company Research Page
Document Screener & Transcripts
Key Insights
Earnings Summary

> CALENDARS
Single Security Calendar
Earnings Calendar (List)
Earnings Calendar w/ Estimates

> EARNINGS & ESTIMATES
BI STOX Earnings and Estimates
NI ERNPREV Consensus Earnings Overview
NI Consensus Earnings Detail
ANACHANGE
TREN Historical Earnings Performance
BICO Earnings Surprise
ENTI Earnings Trend
RES Analyst Estimate Ranges
BRC Historical Forecasts
DSCO Rolling Revisions
KI Company Guidance
EA Analyst Recommendations
Earnings Matrix
AE Earns Key Insights
ANR Analyst Ranking
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